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EDITORIAL
From
Archives des Maladies du Cœur et des Vaisseaux
to
Archives of Cardiovascular Diseases:
changing format for improved content
Des
Archives des Maladies du Cœur et des vaisseaux
à
Archives of Cardiovascular Diseases :
un changement de format pour une amélioration du contenu
Those readers who were used to the Archives des Maladies
du Cœur et des Vaisseaux may feel surprised when receiv-
ing the first issue of the year 2008. One hundred years after
they were launched, the Archives des Maladies du Cœur et
des Vaisseaux have moved to a complete change in their
format, the most striking of which is the switch to the Eng-
lish language, with the accompanying change in the period-
ical's title, which becomes Archives of Cardiovascular
Diseases.
This change is in no way dictated by fashion, but rather
by the will of the French Society of Cardiology to improve
the readership and impact of its journal. As scientific
research and debates have become worldwide, it appeared
essential to adopt the universal language of scientific
communication, i.e. English. All basic and clinical resear-
chers know that English is the only way to go for their
research to get read, and understood, by their colleagues
throughout the world. They cannot be satisfied by the sole
availability of an abstract, as detailed as it may be, in the
language that they fully understand. The second major step
in the current transformation of the journal is that it will
now be fully available in an electronic format, with pdf
downloads and links on ScienceDirect website. At a time
when virtually all bibliographic research has become web-
based, it was simply unthinkable that a journal publishing
original scientific content would be deprived of an easy way
to get access to its articles. 
Archives of Cardiovascular Diseases has therefore taken
these first two necessary steps to augment its international
visibility. 
But the hardest part obviously remains ahead: the best of
formats will never mask an inadequate content. And the
future endeavour of the whole editorial board, led by Ariel
Cohen, whose scientific merit and dedication are beyond
dispute, will be to gather first class papers, mixing original
research and high quality reviews, to attract the reader's
attention and increase the level of citation of the papers
published in Archives. To achieve this goal, the input of
French, but also international researchers will be necessary
and the French Society of Cardiology hopes that many of
them will be attracted to this new version of its journal.
The first issue of the journal clearly meets the expecta-
tions the French Society of Cardiology has placed on its
journal and makes its future success indubitable. Long live
the new Archives of Cardiovascular Diseases! 
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